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In this presentation...

- Introductions, our experience, state of the field
- How can an undergraduate curriculum benefit Archival Studies programs?
- How can an undergraduate curriculum benefit Archival Studies broadly?
- How can undergraduates benefit from our concepts and expertise?
- Sample case studies and readings
For students

- Understanding power
- Identity, memory, history, citizenship
- Archival literacy within new technological contexts
- Empowered researchers and users of primary sources
- Possible career paths
For schools/departments

- Higher profile within university
- Increased enrollments
- New collaborations
- Teaching opportunities for graduate students
- Recruitment into graduate programs
For Archival Studies

- Higher profile across and outside of academia
- Increased use of resources and general awareness
- New scholarship, new conceptual trajectories, new pedagogical strategies, new practice possibilities
Unit 5: ARCHIVES AND RIGHTS: Case Studies Braceros and Police Worn Body Cameras
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